Abstract -This paper presents a 5-DOF spacecraft simulator and its space position measurement method. Measuring directly each joint parameter, the 5-DOF space position can be obtained. The measurable information of joint parameters can be applied in the moving control system easily.
I. INTRODUCTION In the outer space, a spacecraft can be supposed generally a rigid-body with 6 Degree of Freedom (DOF). It is optimal to get characteristics of all 6-DOF movements at simulation on the ground surface environment. But it is difficult because of the considerable gravity on the vertical. We developed a spacecraft simulator with 5-DOF. The simulator can slide freely in a smooth level plane, and the pitch and the roll rotating movements are added to the plane movement part. So there are 5 DOF in the spacecraft simulator aggregately but only except the vertical degree of freedom as shown in fig. 1 .
Without the vertical degree of freedom, the consuming power of the simulator during movements decreased greatly.
The spacecraft simulator can be divided into a plane moving part and a rotations moving part (a rotating table). There are 3 DOF in the plane moving part where the two axes rotating part is fixed on. The rotating table provides the pitch&roll 2-DOF rotating movements. This paper gives a indirect measurement method to get the position and attitude information of the spacecraft simulator during the moving process. On the rotating table the angle scope is small and the high rotating precision is needed. To get the rotating angles along the pith or roll direction with precision of 0.01°, we designed a mechanism fixed on the two axes rotating table to measure the lengths of the arcs, then the angles' values can be calculated easily. It is very large scope when the simulator is moving at the plane platform. To get the movement information and to control the simulator, we designed a following device. Using the following device, the plane position measurement system is composed by two parts: a small scope measurement part and a large scope following measurement part. So the measuring system of the spacecraft simulator includes three components: the first for the pitch&roll rotations measurement, the second for the small scope plane motion measurement, and the third for the large scope following movement measurement. To control and measure the simulator, two motors are needed to drive the following device along the X and Y axis. The joints' parameters of the measuring mechanism should be designed according to the moving space. Since the space is not restricted in the vertical direction, the two joints can be overlapped along the Z axis and designed into the same structure, and it makes the mechanism more compact. For the pith&roll rotating movement of the simulator the high measurement precision is needed. The pitch and the roll rotating movements are separated in this simulator, so the angles can be measured respectively directly by the encoder. But there is the other suitable method shown as fig.2 which corresponds to the small angle scope. The arc which is with a known radius can be measured during the rotating movement by the measuring sensor, so the angle can be calculated.
Radiuses' values are relative to measurement precision, and the radius must be designed according to the precision requirement. In addition, choosing the kind of sensors without mechanism contact is important for this simulator.
IV SMALL SCOPE MEASUREMENT OF PLANE COORDINATE
The small scope measurement system is very important to the plane coordinates for the spacecraft simulator. It is given the position information of the coordinate system {M} relative to the coordinate system {A}. It is with 3-DOF plane movements: transferring movements along X and Y axes, and the rotating movement about Z axis.
There are some variant methods to create the measurement mechanism: the -L-serial mechanism, the 3 serial mechanism, and the parallel mechanism and so on. Some special conditions need to be satisfied during the measuring process. For example, disturbing forces by the measuring mechanism should have no effect or small enough on free movements of the simulator.
A. In the fig.3 , the parameter '1' denotes the distance from the joint 'Oa' to the joint 'Ob', and the parameter 'c' denotes the distance from the point 'O', the centre of the supporting base, to the joint 'Ob'. The other method to measure the small scope of plane coordinates in the simulator is shown at fig.4 .
0-L-0 Serial Measurement method ofPlane coordinates
Here using three encoder sensors to measuring the three angles. This device is composed by three transferring motion pairs. Indispensably, the rotating motion about Z axis is needed at each end of the pairs. The line AB and the line CD are respectively in two different objects, the moving supporting base and the following component, which are with the relative motion to each other. Setting the moving part and the fixing part of a linear displacement sensor on two parts of the transferring motion pair separately and measuring three length 11 12 and 13 of AD, AC and BC respectively, we can calculate the position and attitude of this kind of parallel mechanism which is the relative position of the supporting base relative to the following component. Where, the parameter 'm' denotes the projective displacement on the XY plane of the point 'D' to the centre '0', and the parameter 'n' denotes the projective displacement on the XY plane of the point 'C' to the centre 'O'.
V. PRECISION ANALYSIS OF THE PARALLEL MEASUREMENT MECHANISM
Precision of the measurement mechanism is influenced by the manufacturing precision, the assembling precision, the calibration precision, and the sensor precision.
Here given the precision analysis of the parallel measurement mechanism for example. The other measurement mechanism is simpler than this one.
Because of distortion and clearance of the mechanism between the moving and the fixing parts, the traces of moving The existing rotation shafts' clearance at A, B, C and D points, which can be expressed as Ar, can certainly bring the length errors and they are within ±2Ar, as shown as fig. 6(c) . If the directions of the length parameters are not through their centre points on the axes of the fixing poles' shafts and there are off-centre displacements, it will cause the lengths errors in like manner. Three parameters' errors corresponding to those three transferring motion pairs caused by above different factors can bring the position and attitude errors according to the error models built in the above section.
For the mapping relationships between the mechanism error factors and the terminal position and attitude errors have been built, supposing 11 =600 mm, 12=700 mm, 13=600 mm, a =240 mm, b =240 mm and only considering the single length error Al2, the simulation graphics can be shown in fig.   7 and the simulation data analyses can be given as follows: 1) Giving the changing scope of angle errors caused by the moving trace not along with the rail line of the fixing part of the sensor of the parameter 12, that is expressed as 021 E (0,0.1°), neglecting the pole length error caused by other factors, the curves of simulations can be shown in fig. 7(a) and the terminal error data of simulation can be known. The maximum absolute values of position errors AXCA and AYCA respectively are 0.0049 mm and 0.0019 mm, and the maximum absolute value of the attitude error AV, is 3.09e-4O.
2) If the height h2 belongs to the scope 0-0.1 mm, written as h2 E (0,0.1), neglecting the length error caused by other factors, the curves of simulations can be shown in fig. 7(b) and the terminal error data of simulation can be gotten. The maximum absolute values of position errors AXCA and AYcA respectively are 3.125e-5 mm and 1.242e-5 mm, and the maximum absolute value of the attitude error AV, is 2.069e-6°.
3) If the rotating shaft' clearance of the pole 12 is within the range of 0-0.1 mm, written as Ar2 E (0,0.1) mm, neglecting the length error caused by other factors, the curves of simulations can be shown in fig. 7(c) The parameters in measuring systems can be classified into determinate structure parameters, undetermined structure parameters, and variable parameters. Determinate structure parameters can be known by the calibration, which are constants under certain determinate environment conditions 933 I-.X including temperature and humidity etc. Undetermined structure parameters include the distortion and clearance parameters, the linearity error, and so on. Variable parameters are the measuring parameters directly by sensors, and their precision lies on measuring sensors themselves.
In the parallel measurement mechanism there are 7 motion pairs. But only three variable parameters in the parallel measurement mechanism can be directly measured by the sensors, those are the lengths of three poles, but there are much more structure parameters produced in four rotating motion pairs and three transferring motion pairs. And these parameters precision completely lies on the manufacturing and assembling precision. Therefore many parameters need to control during the manufacturing and assembling process in the parallel mechanism, they will influence on the terminal measuring precision greatly.
In the serial measurement mechanism there are only 3 motion pairs.
Comparably, the motion pairs in the serial measurement mechanism are less than those in the parallel measurement mechanism, only two rotating motion pairs and one transferring motion pairs, or three rotating pairs at all.
In fact, it is meaningful to improve the precision if lesser motion pairs were in the measuring device. One reason is that it can make it easy to manufacture, assemble, and calibrate.
In this spacecraft simulator measuring system mentioned in this paper, the serial measurement would be easier to put into practice and more useful than the parallel measurement, the reasons can be given as follows:
1) Since the requirement to the precision of the yaw angle of this simulator is stricter, the 3 serial measurement is more effective.
2) The plane measuring mechanism uses the passive motion principle, which is that the following component must have a corresponding motion to the active plane motion of the supporting base, and the disturbing forces produced in the passive following motion are the key aspects to effect moving characteristics. Obviously the total disturbing force in the series measurement is smaller than that in the parallel measurement, so the passive motion characteristics are better.
3) The space is enough for this plane measurement mechanism's setting and working especially in the vertical direction. The idea of overlapping two rotating joints along the Z axis can be carried out in the series measurement, and it can reduce more cubage of the measurement mechanism.
VII. CONCLUSION
1) The 5-DOF simulator is the correct one for the sinulation of the spacecraft with smaller power expenditure on the ground surface environment.
2) The following device can be used in the simulator for plane position measurement with a large motion space.
3) Using the measuring method mentioned in this paper, it is more convenient to apply the measuring information into the motion control system. 4) Using the kind of sensors without or smaller friction is inportant in the following mesurement system for the movement simulation of the spacecraft.
5) The 3 Serial Measurement mechanism is the more correct form of the plane measurement mechanism for the spacecraft simulator.
